REGULATIONS

of the first Personal World Championship
of Zadachas-100(PWCZ-1)

1.The first Personal World Championship of Zadachas is an official world championship of the
World Draughts Federation(Federation Mondiale du Jeu de Dames FMJD).The FMJD bears the ultimate responsibility for this world championship.The FMJD
Board of Directors(CD) charged the composition commission
(Commission du Problemisme International - CPI FMJD) with organizing and control of the
PWCZ - 1.
2.The championship period - from 15th of august 2011 till 15th of august 2012.
3.The PWCZ - 1 is carried out according to the CPI International Rules for composing(Part 1)
and for tournaments(Part 2) for Zadachas
4.To participation are supposed both new Zadachas,and published,participating in
competitions after 01/01/2000 of year.
5.PWCZ - 1 it is spent on 2nd categories :
Category "A".Zadachas for the blocking both black,and white means.The theme is free.
Category "B".Zadachas for the blocking of kings and kings with means,both black and
white.The theme is free.
6.In each category a participant can offer not more than six compositions,indicating the
competition category and the full solution,to specify participation in competition or that a
Zadacha it is not published.
7.Results of PWCZ - 1.There should be two steps :
a)the members of jury value the compositions by 100 points scale and determine the places
for each composition in every category.
b)then the compositions receive points according to their places : the first place - 100
points,the second place - 97 points,the third place - 94 points,the forth
place - 92 points,the fifth place - 90 points,the sixth place - 88 points,thr seventh place - 87
points and so on minus one point.Elimination of participating composition
(0 points) is only allowed when based upon objective criteria as described in the Regulations.

8.The individual scores of the PWCZ - 1 will be determined according to the sum of this eight
best performances,irrespective of the category.This means that the points
for all the compositions of each participant in all categories of the championship will be taken
into account.
Ranking of the competitors when the points as descrived in point 8 are equal :
a)score sum of the nine best performances
b)score sum of the ten best performances
9.The winner of the chsmpionship in Zadachas section wil be given the World champion
title,he will be awarted with a golden medal and CPI FMJD diploma.The
member two and three of the total score are awarted with silver and bronze medals
accordingly and diplomas.
In addition,the prize money is established as follows :
for the 1-st place - 200 US dollars
for the 2-nd place - 100 US dollars
for the 3-d place - 50 US dollars
The regulations of the championship are confirmed and approved by CPI FMJD.According to
current CPI Status,participants will receive an official classification points for international
titles.
10.The jury composed of
M.Fedorov(Ukraine),V.Richka(Ukraine),A.Rezanko(Belarus),V.Shulga(Belarus).
11.The championship participants are asked to send their zadachas by ordinary post mail or by
e - mail till 15 november 20011 for the championship coordinator.
Coordinator mail address : Viktor Shulga,
P.O.52,
Minsk - 51,
220051 Belarus.
Coordinator e - mail : shulga-@mail.ru
The date of sending is fixed by post stamp.
The participant can indicate their e-mails if they have them.
The World Championship Regulations will be published at the websites :
A.Kandaurov site : http : // www.shashki.com.
M.Lepsic site : http : // www.minietiud.forum2x2.ru
FMJD site : http : // fmjd.org.

BDF site : http : // belarus.fmjd.org.
Preliminary and final results of the PWCZ - 1 will be published at the same websites.

